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Stewart moore

divine rights: The distribution of Power in 
deuteronomy

abstract: Is Deuteronomy a constitution for the administration of a state? The law code 
distributes power to many functionaries—priests, prophets, elders, judges, officers, and 
kings—but their respective areas of authority are vaguely defined and often overlapping. 
The code imagines a figure with the power to sort out this confusion, addressed only as 
“you.” Close attention to the characterization of “you” reveals two most likely address-
ees, wealthy landowners and the king. This ambiguity encouraged Jerusalem’s elites to 
compete for power by claiming to represent the law of Moses, so that, whoever won, the 
cause of “Deuteronomism” was advanced.

1. introduction

one of the hallmarks of an effective plan for social organization is an 
efficient distribution of power and clear assignments as to who has the 
power to do what. if deuteronomy is a consciously thought-out pro-
gram for the religious and political organization of a small, agrarian 
state, as some scholars have suggested, we should expect to find a rela-
tively efficient distribution of power. S. dean mcbride’s characterization 
of deuteronomy as a politeia, “the charter for a constitutional theocracy,” 
is one of the clearest statements of this view: he characterizes the law 
code as “a social charter of extraordinary literary coherence and politi-
cal sophistication” and “eminently practicable.”1 economic analyses of 
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the deuteronomic code have also found it to be functional, at least in  
principle. todd buchholz argued that though deuteronomy’s restric-
tions on the creation of wealth and the alienability of property would 
have slowed Judean economic growth, there was a conscious theological 
desire for such a limitation.2 eugene claburn, on the other hand, wrote 
that deuteronomy’s most striking feature, the centralization of sacrificial 
worship, represents a well-conceived way for the monarch to raise funds 
without raising taxes.3 

deuteronomy shows significant areas of overlap, confusion, and ambi-
guity concerning who has the authority to act in certain situations. Some 
scholars have taken these ambiguities to indicate a utopian nature for the 
law code and a lack of contact with political realities on the ground. Jean-
marie carrière, from the perspective of political philosophy, argued that 
depictions of institutions in a text like deuteronomy are necessarily sym-
bolic, rather than descriptions of reality, and are thus inherently utopian 
or, alternatively, “theoretical.”4 lothar Perlitt and reinhard müller assign 
the law code to the exile on the basis of the king’s law. Perlitt argues that 
a restricted monarchy would have been unworkable in the ancient Near 
east,5 while müller observes that during the exile there would be no king 
to argue against the reduction of monarchical authority.� Scholars who 
approach deuteronomy theologically, as assigning true kingship only 
to YHWH, take a similar tack. For example, a.d.H. mayes argued that 
deuteronomy addressed “no actually existing israel” but “an israel that 
should exist, a people of God.”�  

between these two extremes lies the possibility that deuteronomy is 
a reforming document. This approach would accept much of the text 
as practical while arguing that less coherent or ambiguous passages are 
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those which have not yet been put into effect or tested in the crucible 
of political life. robert r. Wilson takes this position, especially not-
ing deuteronomy’s hortatory character and its self-consciousness as a  
document that is seeking to change old patterns of behavior, not just to 
create new ones.8 Proposals that the law code is fundamentally a revision 
of older laws, as argued by bernard levinson9 and Jeffrey tigay,10 inter 
alia, presume at least the political plausibility of the deuteronomic institu-
tions, if not their actual instantiation at any historical moment. Similarly, 
moshe Weinfeld’s location of the “deuteronomic school” among scribes 
with access to a panoply of native and foreign legal materials suggests a 
group of people with the skill to produce a document with the potential 
to function as the basis for government.11 

more recently, michael leFebvre has attempted to clarify these debates 
by proposing a distinction between prescriptive law and descriptive law.12 
leFebvre’s category of prescriptive law more or less corresponds to mod-
ern, Western ideas of law as a written set of regulations to which judges 
and other governmental functionaries are beholden—that is, to a “con-
stitution” in the modern, textual sense. This is clearly the conception 
under which most of the commentators above are laboring and to which 
leFebvre is reacting. The test for prescriptivity that he proposes is cita-
tion of a statutory text in case law, and he argues that this is absent 
in ancient Near eastern law from Hammurabi through deuteronomy. 
Prescriptive law, for leFebvre, only appears in the Hellenistic period, 
under the influence of athenian constitutional law. 

leFebvre’s alternative category is descriptive law, which presents one 
person’s or group’s conception of how the law should operate, but which 
does not produce a “canonical” text to which judicial officials are required 
to make reference. He thus proposes that the modern, scholarly confu-
sion regarding the social function of a legal text like deuteronomy 12–2� 
is a result of the fact that an originally descriptive legal text has been 
read, from at least the Hellenistic period, as a prescriptive text for social 
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organization. However, in between leFebvre’s categories of the descrip-
tive and the prescriptive there lies a third category, that of a “constitution” 
in the ancient and medieval (and modern, british) sense of the body 
of rules, written and unwritten, that is felt to order society and to con-
strain arbitrary government but that has no single, “canonical” textual 
condensate.13 a written text in such a wider, traditional constitution 
could indeed have prescriptive force without there being a felt need to 
cite it verbatim. leFebvre appears to conflate these two kinds of constitu-
tionality, beginning the history of a text-centered constitutionality rather 
earlier than the usual late eighteenth century.

We have, then, three ways of seeing deuteronomy as “constitutional” 
in light of its ambiguities concerning who has the authority to do what. 
if the ambiguities are minor, then it may yet be possible to see the text as 
a written constitution in the strong sense. if the ambiguities create major 
problems in understanding how such a polity could have gotten off the 
ground, then we should see a document that is reformist or “descrip-
tive.” Finally, if the ambiguities themselves form a pattern, implying some 
ordered, extra-textual body of practice, then it is possible that we should 
fit the text into such praxis as part of, but not all of, the deuteronomistic 
“constitution.” 

in this study, i will argue that the law code’s overlaps and ambigui-
ties, while considerable, are indeed not random. instead, they have quite 
specific results, suggesting that deuteronomy has either institutionalized 
certain kinds of confusion or, perhaps more properly, taken advantage of 
contemporary political competitions. i will further argue that the ambi-
guities visible in deuteronomy’s distribution of power do not result from 
our lack of knowledge concerning the book’s historical and social context. 
They are embedded in the text itself and thus themselves give evidence 
for the historical and social context of the book, since the ambiguities 
suggest certain institutions and situations necessary for their resolution. 
Finally, i will suggest that deuteronomy is not quite a proper consti-
tution, but nonetheless, as a political tool, a constitution is its nearest 
analogue. as such, it exposes ambiguities even in our modern constitu-
tions, of which we are rarely conscious. 

to focus our examination of constitutional ambiguity, we will concentrate  
on the roles of the various social functionaries described in deuteronomy: 

13 charles Howard mcilwain, Constitutionalism: Ancient and Modern (ithaca, 
N.Y.: Great Seal, 194�), pp. 3, �9ff.; daniel J. elazar, Covenant and Constitutionalism 
(New brunswick, N.J.: transaction, 1998), p. 11; Scott Gordon, Controlling the State: 
Constitutionalism from Ancient Athens to Today (cambridge, mass.: Harvard university 
Press, 1999), p. 5; Jan-erik lane, Constitutions and Political Theory (manchester: 
manchester university Press, 199�), pp. 5, 20. 
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the elders (zkenim), the priests (kohanim), the judges (shoftim), the offi- 
cers (shotrim), the prophets (nevi’im), and the king (melech). Previous 
studies of these figures in deuteronomy have focused on deuteronomy 
1�:18–18:22, where all these officials are named and described, and have 
tended to argue for the pericope’s coherence and workability.14 However, 
these authorities also appear in other parts of the law code and in other 
parts of deuteronomy. This study will expand our view to consider how 
these institutional authorities would have functioned in the full law code 
as we have it, to see what situation is implied by the full code, rather 
than presuming that deuteronomy 1�:18–18:22 was composed and can 
be read independently, as such studies necessarily imply. 

2. ‘Zkenim’ and ‘Kohanim’

The two most frequently named authorities in deuteronomy are the 
elders (zkenim, twenty verses) and the priests (kohanim, twelve verses). 
They are each distinct in terms of how they come to wield authority, 
meaning that few if any would serve both as elder and as priest. This, 
then, suggests that an efficient polity would assign them distinct, if not 
completely discrete, jurisdictions. 

The elders are twice mentioned in parallel with tribal heads outside 
of the law code of deuteronomy 12–2�,15 suggesting that they are local, 
ancestral authorities.1� Their connection to familial structures is rein-
forced by their appearance in the Song of moses in b-strophe parallelism 
with “your father.”1� Within the law code, they are identified as local 
authorities by their association with specific cities (ziknei ha’ir or ziknei 
iro).18 They never appear in the singular,19 but only as a collective body. 
They are never appointed by any higher authority in the law code. 

The zkenim, then, hold traditional judicial authority as lineage heads.20 
They are not bureaucratized by the deuteronomic law code: no formal 

14 See especially carrière, Théorie du Politique dans le Deutéronome in note 4, above; 
and rüterswörden and lohfink, cited in notes 4� and 55, below.

15 in deuteronomy 5:23 and 29:9 (lit. “your heads, your tribes, your elders”); cf. 
deuteronomy 31:28, “the elders of your tribes.”

1� John r. bartlett, “The use of the Word Rosh as a title in the old testament,” 
Vetus Testamentum 19:1 (Jan. 19�9), pp. 1–10 (4).

1� deuteronomy 32:�.
18 deuteronomy 19:12; 21:3f., 19; 22:15, 1�ff.; 25:8.
19 but cf. the mt vocalization in deuteronomy 32:�, with a plural verb. 
20 robert r. Wilson, “israel’s Judicial System in the Pre-exilic Period,” The Jewish 
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procedure for becoming a zaken is proposed, nor are the zkenim ranked 
internally among themselves. They are the sole named authorities in 
determining the legitimacy of refuge for a person guilty of manslaugh-
ter (rotzeach), in authorizing capital punishment for a rebellious son, in 
establishing the disputed virginity of a bride, and in witnessing to the 
refusal of levirate marriage.21 The first case apparently devolves to the 
elders on the basis of their association with particular cities; the latter 
three cases all involve family law, an obvious concern for lineal heads. 

Similarly, the priests exercise their authority in part on ancestral lines, 
by virtue of their genealogical roots in the tribe of Levi. in seven of the 
twelve mentions of the priesthood, they are identified as “levitical priests” 
(hakohanim halevi’im).22 Kohanim, whether identified as levites or not, 
may be found standing before the king, receiving sacrifices, addressing 
the army, deciding certain legal cases (kol riv vechol nega), and diagnos-
ing cases of skin disease (tzaraat).23 to be a priest, then, is to occupy a 
position of significant authority. deuteronomy may further intimate the 
possibility of one priest’s outranking all the others, through the use of 
the singular in verses 1�:12 and 2�:3 to refer to a single priest in office  
in Jerusalem who seems to be in a position of authority over other priests. 
This is consistent, of course, with the use of the term “chief priest” (hako-
hen hagadol) elsewhere in the tanach,24 but this title is not found in 
deuteronomy, and how a priest might be able to elevate himself from the 
plurality is not made clear in the law code. 

levites who are not specifically described as priests never appear in 
positions of such authority. They have no inheritance.25 They are num-
bered among the personae miserabiles of the land,2� who are the objects, 
not the wielders, of power.2� They are in danger of being neglected 
and falling into poverty.28 The rhetorical difference is highlighted by 
deuteronomy 18:1–4, the only time the priests’ (rather than the leviti-

21 deuteronomy 19:12; 21:19f.; 22:15–18; and 25:�–9, respectively. 
22 deuteronomy 1�:9, 18; 18:1; 21:5; 24:8; 2�:9; 31:9; cf. 1�:12 and 18:3, both refer-

ring to a kohen within three verses of a notice of “levitical priests.”
23 deuteronomy 1�:18; 18:1, 3; 2�:3f.; 20:2; 21:5; and 24:8, respectively. 
24 See, e.g., Numbers 35:25; Joshua 20:�; ii Kings 22:4; Nehemiah 3:1; Haggai 1:1; 

and Zechariah 3:1. 
25 deuteronomy 10:8ff.; 14:2�, 29.
2� deuteronomy 12:12, 18; 14:29; 1�:11, 14; 2�:11–13.
2� F. charles Fensham, “Widow, orphan, and the Poor in ancient Near eastern 

legal and Wisdom literature,” Journal of Near Eastern Studies 21:2 (apr. 19�2),  
pp. 129–139 (129).

28 deuteronomy 12:19; 14:2�.
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cal priests’) lack of inheritance is mentioned—in the context of what, 
specifically, they are to receive as their due from the various sacrifices. 
rhetorically, then, the kohanim are in no danger of destitution, while the 
rest of the levites most certainly are. in verses 18:�–8, the levites are 
given the right to serve (sh-r-t) in Jerusalem, where they would partake in 
the income of the temple. Whether they would be able to serve as priests, 
who are also said to sh-r-t in Jerusalem,29 or whether they would remain 
a class distinct from the kohanim30 may remain an open question, but it 
is certain that the kohanim in Jerusalem and the levi’im “in your gates” 
occupy very different social and economic positions. in either event, such 
transfers appear to be entirely up to the individual levite. The text out-
lines no explicit procedure for approval to which he must submit, nor is 
any other authority given the discretion to approve such transfers.

These first two named authorities in deuteronomy thus have several 
features in common. They are not appointed by any external authority, 
though there are qualifications for wielding what power they have been 
allocated: being a member of the ancestral powers within a particular 
city, in the case of the zkenim, and being a levite resident in Jerusalem, 
in the case of the kohanim. They both have specific areas of jurisdic-
tion that they do not share with any other authority figure. Their powers 
seem to overlap in only two places in deuteronomy: in the narrative 
frame of moses’ exhortation, in verse 31:9, they are both entrusted by 
moses with the written copy of the torah; and in the law code itself, 
in deuteronomy 21:1–9, both appear in the case of a dead body found 
in a field. The former scene would have little functional bearing on a 
Judean polity, since the ark, and thus the priests, are both understood 
ultimately to come to rest “in the place where YHWH will choose to 
establish [YHWH’s] name”—that is, in a single location, in contrast to 
the elders, who will be distributed throughout the highland cities after 
the crossing of the Jordan. 

The latter overlap is more difficult. in fact, three named authorities 
appear in this one case: elders, judges, and priests. The judges appear with 
the elders only in deuteronomy 21:2, at the beginning of the instruc-
tions concerning a dead body in a field, but are absent from the rest of 
the proceedings. in the recitation of the case, only the elders perform 

29 deuteronomy 1�:12; 21:5. See, e.g., S.r. driver, A Critical and Exegetical 
Commentary on Deuteronomy (New York: c. Scribner’s Sons, 1909), p. 219; J.a. emerton, 
“Priests and levites in deuteronomy: an examination of dr. G.e. Wright’s Theory,” 
Vetus Testamentum 12:2 (apr. 19�2), pp. 129–138 (135); tigay, Deuteronomy, p. 1�0.

30 See, e.g., raymond abba, “Priests and levites in deuteronomy,” Vetus Testamentum 
2�:3 (July 19��), pp. 25�–2�� (2��), following George ernest Wright, “The levites in 
deuteronomy,” Vetus Testamentum 4:3 (July 1954), pp. 324–330 (328f.).
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explicitly narrated actions. They are working quite well, having just bro-
ken the substitutionary heifer’s neck in the wadi, when “The priests, sons 
of levi, shall come forward; for the lord your God has chosen them to 
minister to him and to pronounce blessing in the name of the lord, and 
every lawsuit and case of assault is subject to their ruling [lit., ‘according 
to their mouth’].”31 This editorial aside sounds very much like the priests 
should be in charge of this process, but the narration gives them no part 
to play: the elders turn directly to the formal disavowal that concludes 
the ceremony. is the silent presence of the priests necessary to authorize 
the ritual, or are they merely spectators? it is possible, as there is no 
direct contradiction, that we can imagine the priests and the elders in 
harmonious cooperation here, rather than competing for the credit 
redounding upon the party responsible for purging innocent bloodguilt. 
if this were the extent of the ambiguities at issue here, this would be a 
likely reading. but as we shall see, other, similar ambiguities of authority 
cut much deeper and suggest that although the powers of the kohanim 
and the zkenim have been very efficiently distributed by deuteronomy for 
the most part, even they are not free of complication. 

3. ‘Shoftim’ and ‘Shotrim’

This situation intensifies as we consider the next two most frequently 
discussed authority figures in deuteronomy, the judges (shoftim, eight 
verses) and the officers (shotrim, seven verses). The particular responsi-
bilities of these figures are not clear, and what responsibilities are outlined 
overlap significantly with each other and with those of the zkenim and 
the kohanim. 

both titles occur first in moses’ delegation of his personal authority 
to several different sorts of authorities. at deuteronomy 1:13–1�, moses 
instructs the people to choose “wise, discerning, and well-known men.” 
He then takes these “tribal heads” and turns them into military com-
manders (sarim) and officers (shotrim). The association of tribal heads 
with commanders and officers here points to a possibility of potential 
overlap with the zkenim. Then, without any marker of transition, moses 
gives instruction to the shoftim, suggesting that these are not a distinct 
class of authorities but are essentially of a piece with the other named 
authorities here. This possibility is reinforced by the appearance of the 
shoftim and shotrim together in deuteronomy1�:18, where both are 
instructed to “judge” (sh-f-t) the people. 

31 deuteronomy 21:5. all translations are from the New Jewish Publication Society 
except where noted. 
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of what this “judging” is to consist is far from clear. The shoftim are 
the only named authorities given the power to order corporal punish-
ment,32 but this is the only duty delegated solely to the judges in the 
entire deuteronomic law code. Judges also appear together with the 
priest(s) in Jerusalem in cases that are “too difficult” for local authori-
ties.33 Scholars have proposed that these verses describe some sort of 
“high court” that stands above the local courts, probably as a more highly 
trained body that can instruct lower judges in cases of legal confusion.34 
Such a high court would need to stand in defined relationships with any 
“lower” courts, would need to be clear as to who sits on it, and would 
need specific instruction as to how it is to decide cases. This would be 
especially important given that the zkenim’s judicial function as lineage 
heads is at no point clearly abrogated by these central authorities. The lin-
eage heads seem to have maintained significant judicial control well into 
the monarchic period,35 as evidenced in deuteronomy by their authority 
in several cases, as discussed above. There is no clear reason the elders 
should accept the jurisdiction of any “high court,” even one with only a 
pedagogical or paranetic function.3� There is also, to raise an issue to 
which we shall return, the obvious possibility that the king could influ-
ence, whether directly or sub rosa, the decisions of this court, by virtue 
of his proximity to it;3� of course, there is nothing in the text to indicate 
that this would be in harmony with the intentions of the drafters of the 
law code.38 

The roles of the judges and priests in Jerusalem, as described in 
deuteronomy 1�:8–12, have not been made clear. it is not even clear if 
the authority of the high court rests with one priest or several,39 with one 
judge or several,40 or what would happen if the priest(s) and judge(s) 
should come to different conclusions about a case. Nonetheless, this 
obscure assemblage of kohanim and shoftim is invested with the direst 

32 deuteronomy 25:2.
33 deuteronomy 1�:8–12.
34 Gary N. Knoppers, “Jehoshaphat’s Judiciary and ‘The Scroll of Yhwh’s torah,” 

Journal of Biblical Literature 113:1 (Spring 1994), pp. 59–80 (��); tigay, Deuteronomy, 
p. 1�3.

35 Wilson, “israel’s Judicial System,” p. 240. 
3� Knoppers, “Jehoshaphat’s Judiciary,” p. ��.
3� mcbride, “Polity of the covenant People,” p. 30; Knoppers, “Jehoshaphat’s 

Judiciary,” p. ��.
38 Wilson, “israel’s Judicial System,” p. 24�. We will return to this point below. 
39 cf. deuteronomy 1�:12 and 1�:9.
40 cf. deuteronomy 1�:9 and 19:1�ff.
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authority: “The man who acts insolently, not listening to the priest stand-
ing there to serve YHWH your God, or the judge: that man will die.”41 
to imagine this high court wielding such power, we must assume that 
there was a way to resolve ambiguities such as these.  

Judges and priests appear together in one other instance, in 
deuteronomy 19:1�, in cases involving false witnesses. The priests then 
disappear in the next verse, where only the judges are instructed to “seek 
to do well” (darshu hetev). The sense of this phrase is “to make a thor-
ough inquiry,”42 but it is important to note the literal meaning, which 
has a strong paranetic flavor. The judges are also the subjects of two hor-
tatory speeches. The first, beginning in deuteronomy 1:1�, is spoken 
directly by moses to the judges on the plains of moab. The second, in 
deuteronomy 1�:18–20, is found within the larger, discursive context of 
the deuteronomic law code and offers another example of deuteronomy’s 
ambiguous assignment of power: 

(18) You will give yourself judges and officers in all your gates that 
YHWH your God is about to give you, to your tribes. They will 
judge the people with a judgment of righteousness. (19) You will 
not stretch a judgment; you will not recognize anyone’s faces; and 
you will not take a bribe, because the bribe blinds wise men’s eyes 
and twists righteous men’s words. (20) righteousness, righteousness 
shall you seek, in order that you may live and inherit the land that 
YHWH your God is about to give you.43 

i offer the deliberately literal translation above in order to draw atten-
tion to several noteworthy features of this exhortation. First, all the uses 
of the second person are in the singular. The result is that the “you” who 
appoints the judges in verse 18 is difficult to distinguish from the “you” 
who is, presumably, addressing the judges themselves in verse 19 (distrib-
utively, given the singular verbs). However, who is the “you” addressed in 
verse 20? The first part of the verse would be quite appropriate as spoken 
to the judges, but the second half of the verse could hardly be restricted 
to the judges, given the same phrase’s occurrence in verse 18 with refer-
ence to whoever is appointing the judges. This could thus mean that all 
of verse 20 is addressed to those with the power to appoint the judges, 

41 deuteronomy 1�:12.
42 Hence the translations in the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV ), New Jewish 

Publication Society (NJPS), and Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament 
(HALOT ).

43 my translation.
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who by so doing are “seeking righteousness.”44 alternatively, the second 
half of verse 20 could be understood as a multi-purpose motivational 
clause that can refer to all israel or to any subgroup thereof. another  
possibility is to read verse 20 as addressed entirely to the judges. We are 
then led to understand the next verse, which also begins with a second-
person singular verb, as directed especially to the judges: “You will not 
plant for yourself an asherah, any tree, beside the altar of YHWH your 
God, which you will make for yourself….” This hardly seems likely, since 
the asherah and the altar do not appear to have any special judicial asso-
ciations in deuteronomy, but the potentiality nonetheless illustrates well 
a point that will become important shortly: to whom the word “you” 
refers seems capable of changing, without notice, even within a verse. 

Second, the unmarked shift from speaking of the judges in the third 
person in verse 18 to addressing them in the second person in verse 19 
opens up the possibility that other occurrences of second-person address 
in the law code could be directed to the judges. two examples are found 
in deuteronomy 13:15 and 1�:4, in the cases of the apostasy of an entire 
town and of a single person, respectively. No named authority is given 
jurisdiction in the text. instead, in both instances, the second-person 
singular is used: in the former, vedarashta vehakarta veshaalta hetev, 
“you shall make a thorough inquiry, a thorough investigation, a thor-
ough interrogation”; and in the latter, vedarashta hetev, “you shall make a 
thorough inquiry.” This is the same language for the manner in which the 
shoftim are to investigate a case of false testimony in deuteronomy 19:18, 
though that verse uses the plural imperative. is the investigative, and 
punitive, activity enjoined in the cases of apostasy thus delegated to the 
judges? or is a “thorough inquiry” not a technical term for a particular 
judicial process, but simply the manner in which any person in authority 
should act? in the latter case, who would have the authority to perform 
the investigation—and to execute the dire punishment—of apostasy? 

Third, the redaction of exodus 23:8 that deuteronomy 19:18 has 
accomplished, in replacing “the seeing” with “the wise,” calls special atten-
tion to the quality of wisdom. We have already encountered wisdom as a 
leadership quality, in deuteronomy 1:13, 15, where this quality is attrib-
uted to the tribal heads, who seem to be at least parallel, and perhaps 
coterminous, with the zkenim. This is not the only sense in which the 
shoftim and the zkenim overlap. both groups are most often to be found 
be(chol) shaarecha/chem, “in (all) your gate(s).”45 This juridical overlap 

44 This seems to be the sense of the Septuagint’s translation, where verse 19 is re-set 
in the third-person singular, with the second person retained in verses 18 and 20.

45 deuteronomy 1�:18; 21:19; 22:15; 25:1�.
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has been noticed before, and solutions have been proposed that harmo-
nize the overlap synchronically, by assigning different areas of the law to 
each party,4� or diachronically, by distinguishing redactional develop-
ments through which the professionalized shoftim replaced the ancestral 
zkenim.4� i would suggest that this is another example of ambiguous 
distribution of power. Who is it who sits in the gates and dispenses jus-
tice? are the shoftim and the zkenim in competition with each other? 
do they have complementary spheres of influence? are they equivalent? 
For example, are only zkenim eligible to be appointed as shoftim? These 
questions cannot be answered without recourse to information outside 
the text of deuteronomy, either in our time or in Deuteronomy’s, and it 
is this fact that i consider to be of crucial importance to the analysis of 
this text. 

The fourth and final aspect of the charge given to the shoftim which 
we shall note here is that, for the purposes of this passage, the judges 
are indistinguishable from the shotrim: both are to be appointed “in all 
your gates,” and both are to judge the people. The shotrim appear in close 
textual proximity with the shoftim once more, beginning in verse 1:15, 
where, as we discussed above, the distinction between tribal heads, elders, 
officers, and judges is not at all clear. 

The shotrim are unique among the named officers of deuteronomy 
in that they never appear alone. There is no area of authority of which 
they are made the sole arbiters, unlike the elders, priests, and judges, all 
of whom appear alone at least once in the text. The shotrim twice appear 
in military contexts: at 1:15, they are named after commanders (sarim) 
of thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens, and both terms appear again 
at 20:9 in the instructions for holy war. in chapter 20, the shotrim are 
clearly distinct from the military officers: their function is to address the 
troops48 once “the priest” has completed his address,49 and before the 
commanders take over. They also appear with the tribal heads and elders 
in the assembly, after the recitation of the law code in deuteronomy 29:9 
and 31:28. in both these verses, the named authorities are enjoined to lis-
ten to moses, but they receive no more specific instruction than this. 

4� See Encyclopaedia Judaica (19�2), s.v. “elders.”
4� See Norbert lohfink, “distribution of the Functions of Power: The laws 

concerning Public offices in deuteronomy 1�:18–18:22,” in duane l. christensen, ed., 
A Song of Power and the Power of Song: Essays on the Book of Deuteronomy (Winona 
lake, ind.: eisenbrauns, 1993), pp. 33�–354 (348); see also levinson, Deuteronomy,  
pp. 124f., 138.

48 deuteronomy 20:5–8.
49 deuteronomy 20:2–4. 
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if the function of the shotrim is not at all clear within deuteronomy, 
clues as to their role from the book’s broader historical context are 
hardly more decisive. The word itself is akkadian,50 where it means “to 
write”; this suggests that the function of these officers may be rooted 
in east Semitic polities, whether through etymological influence (if 
in an exilic context) or through direct appointment by assyrian hege- 
mons (if during certain portions of Hezekiah’s, manasseh’s, or Josiah’s 
reign). The Septuagint uses both the standard Greek term for “scribe,” 
grammateus, in its translation of deuteronomy 20:5, 8ff., and the neol-
ogism grammatoeisagōgeus, in translating shoter in deuteronomy 1:15, 
1�:18, 29:9, and 31:28. This is clearly consistent with the scribal sense of 
the akkadian root; the compound noun formed from the verb eisagō, “to 
lead in,” suggests a juridical function and thus perhaps a position with 
some inherent authority. However, the use of a neologism suggests that 
the function of the shoter corresponded to no living reality by the time 
of the translators’ Hellenistic context. 

in exodus 5:�–19, the same root is used to describe israelite overse-
ers who are responsible to egyptian supervisors, a function that would 
accord well with Judah’s late-monarchical status as an assyrian vassal, 
and with the extra responsibility implied by grammatoeisagōgeus. Such 
responsibility is still associated with that of others: a shoter never appears 
in the tanach without other authority figures being present. in the case 
of the close overlap between the judges and these officers, the critical 
question is, Which figure has the higher rank? are the shotrim essen-
tially court reporters, only noting the decisions that the shoftim (and 
kohanim) hand down? or are they intermediaries between an israelite 
judiciary and a foreign colonizing power, in which case they might have 
the power to dictate what verdicts the judges render? This last would 
also help to explain the ambiguity of the Septuagint’s neologism, since 
assyrian overseers would no longer be needed, or desired, after the col-
lapse of assyrian power. 

Thus, the relative jurisdictional clarity of the zkenim and kohanim 
evaporates with the appearance of the shoftim and shotrim. The very insti-
tutions that are given the task of dispute resolution in the deuteronomic 
polity require a higher authority to resolve disputes concerning their own 
respective areas of authority. There remain two more named authority 
figures in deuteronomy. They might conceivably exercise such a function, 
since they appear to be somewhat independent of the previous authori-
ties. They are the prophet and the king. 

50 tigay, Deuteronomy, p. 12. 
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4. ‘Nevi’im’ and the ‘melech’

Prophets are given no explicit authority in deuteronomy, but the 
potential power of someone who can say, “thus says YHWH,” and be 
believed, is not to be disregarded.51 Prophecy was clearly critical to some 
deuteronomists, as the deuteronomistic history demonstrates. it is sur-
prising, then, how limited the prophets’ function in the law code is. Their 
advisory function is implied by deuteronomy 18:14, where the israelites 
are commanded not to listen to “soothsayers and augurs” and are told 
instead that a prophet like moses will be raised up for them.52 What such 
a prophet might say is never made clear; indeed, the prophet’s function is 
muddied further by deuteronomy’s use of holem halom, “one who dreams 
a dream,” as a parallel term (13:2, 4, �). Whereas navi, “prophet,” is a title 
that could be used in the same institutionalized sense as shofet, shoter, 
zaken, or kohen,53 “one who dreams a dream” seems simply descriptive. 
This suggests that a prophet is located outside of the muddled lines of 
authority that link the former institutional powers. The prophets’ power 
derives from their message, not from their position.54 This means that 
they could potentially function as arbitrators to resolve the ambiguities 
that the text of deuteronomy had created.55 

The use of the language of legal disputation, especially in prophetic 
enactments of YHWH’s riv (technically, “lawsuit,” or, more generally, 
“dispute”) with israel, makes this a promising hypothesis.5� Herbert 
Huffmon has proposed the terminology of judicial oaths as the source of 
the prophetic language of the riv,5� while michael de roche has argued 
that the word riv originally refers not to a formal lawsuit but to a dispute 
between two parties, which could then be resolved through either legal 

51 ibid., p. 129.
52 deuteronomy 18:15ff.
53 robert r. Wilson, “early israelite Prophecy,” Interpretation 32 (Jan. 19�8),  

pp. 3–1� (9).
54 ibid.
55 udo rüterswörden, Von der politischen Gemeinschaft zur Gemeinde: Studien zu 

Dt 16, 18–18, 22 (Frankfurt am main: athenäum, 198�), p. 103; lohfink, “distribution 
of the Functions of Power,” p. 351; tigay, Deuteronomy, p. 1�2; Wilson, “early israelite 
Prophecy,” p. 13.

5� Hermann Gunkel (with Joachim begrich), Einleitung in die Psalmen: die 
Gattungen der Religiösen Lyrik Israels (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck and ruprecht, 1933), 
pp. 329, 3�4f. 

5� Herbert b. Huffmon, “The covenant lawsuit in the Prophets,” Journal of Biblical 
Literature �8:4 (dec. 1959), pp. 285–295 (293).
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or personal means.58 The lachish ostraca evidence prophetic oracles’ 
being forwarded to the king by a military commander, indicating their 
importance, but the attitude of the commander, or of the king, toward 
the oracle and its prophet is not easy to divine.59 

The law code’s actual discussions of the prophetic office are not encour-
aging for the view that the deuteronomic prophets can be closely linked 
to actual judicial practices and thus considered arbiters of power. The 
only explicit discussions of prophets in deuteronomy concern tests for 
determining whether or not one should listen to any given prophet or 
dreamer. two tests are given, which may imply a redactional history,�0 
but they are amenable to resolution as a single, two-pronged test: first, 
a prophet’s message must be accompanied by a sign guaranteeing that 
what he or she says does indeed reflect the divine will,�1 and second, 
even if such a sign does come to pass, a prophetic message that enjoins 
the worship of divine powers other than YHWH automatically marks a 
prophet as false.�2 

False prophecy is a risky proposition in the deuteronomic imagina-
tion, carrying with it the death penalty,�3 which could “place formidable 
restrictions” on claims to prophecy.�4 However, who is to mete out this 
penalty is not clear, since in both verses, the verb mot (to die) is used, in the  
hufal and in the kal stems, respectively. Thus, no agency is assigned to the 
false prophet’s executioners. does the law code blanche at imagining any-
one lifting a hand against someone claiming to be a navi, implying that 
prophets wield great authority in this polity? or does the lack of agency 
mean that more than one authority might be responsible for executing 
such judgments? The perennial potential for conflict between prophets, 
such as the one between Jeremiah and Hananiah in Jeremiah 28, would 
seem to require a clearer process to enact capital punishment.�5 Jeremiah 

58 michael de roche, “[YHWH]’s Rîb against israel: a re-assessment of the So-
called ‘Prophetic lawsuit’ in the Pre-exilic Prophets,” Journal of Biblical Literature 102:4 
(dec. 1983), pp. 5�3–5�4 (5�0).

59 J. andrew dearman, “my Servants the Scribes: composition and context in 
Jeremiah 3�,” Journal of Biblical Literature 109:3 (autumn 1990), pp. 403–421 (420); 
for the texts, see James m. lindenberger, Ancient Aramaic and Hebrew Letters (atlanta: 
Society of biblical literature), pp. 124–131.

�0 levinson, Deuteronomy, p. 118. 
�1 deuteronomy 18:22.
�2 deuteronomy 13:1–3.
�3 deuteronomy 13:�; 18:20.
�4 mcbride, “Polity of the covenant People,” p. 31. 
�5 Wilson, “early israelite Prophecy,” p. 10. 
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himself must rely on divine intervention to resolve the issue;�� no juridi-
cal procedure compares his prophetic testimony with that of Hananiah 
to determine whether a verdict of false prophecy must be rendered. 
Prophecy would appear to have little power to resolve ambivalence, since 
if there is no clear way for prophets to decide their own disagreements, 
they are poor candidates for arbitrating the disagreements of others.

The other named authority that could potentially unravel the ambigui-
ties of deuteronomic power is, obviously, the king. indeed, appointing 
judges and serving as the final court of appeals is precisely what kings 
in the ancient Near east were expected to do.�� However, the “law of 
the king” in deuteronomy 1�:14–20 seems to envision a king with little 
or none of the power to which his compeers might have been accus-
tomed. The deuteronomic king’s lack of an extensive chariotry, harem, 
or treasury has been much discussed by scholars as a critique of earlier 
experiences with kingship, especially with the omrides, or as a result of 
the limitations imposed by assyrian vassaldom.�8 either way, the law 
of the king does not seem to imagine a figure with significant authority 
to intervene in local affairs, which are overseen primarily by the zkenim 
(and perhaps the shoftim). Still, there is ambivalence in the royal restric-
tions. The king may have horses, but he may not “multiply” them;�9 nor 
may he “multiply” wives for himself,�0 but there is no indication that he 
may have only one.�1 He can also have silver and gold, but, again, he 
must not “multiply” their quantities. The sense of these verses is that the 
king may have some of these things, but not too much. but before we 
anoint this a constitutional monarchy, we must ask, Who has the author-
ity to say how much is too much? is the only limit the king’s own good 
faith, or might another authority be entitled to render a decision?

aside from the above restrictions, in deuteronomy 1�:18–19 the king 
is given one positive commandment: to write a copy of “this torah” and 
read it every day. many translators render vechatav lo et mishneh hatorah 
hazot with a passive construction, such as “he shall have a copy of this 

�� Jeremiah 28:15–1�.
�� Wilson, “israel’s Judicial System,” p. 242; tigay, Deuteronomy, p. 1��. 
�8 See the discussion in Patricia dutcher-Walls, “The circumscription of the King: 

deuteronomy 1�:1�–1� in its ancient Social context,” Journal of Biblical Literature 121:4 
(Winter 2002), pp. �01–�1� (�03f., �1�); and in müller, Königtum und Gottesherrschaft, 
pp. 19�f.

�9 deuteronomy 1�:1�. The Hebrew for “multiply” here is from the root r-b-h.
�0 deuteronomy 1�:1�. 
�1 as, for instance, the Qumran temple Scroll’s interpretation of this passage at 

11Qt 5�:1�–18 asserts.
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teaching written for him,”�2 despite the difficulty of this interpretation, 
which understands the masoretic consonants as representing a defectiva 
spelling of the passive participle vechatuv, or attributes a causative sense 
as implicit in any action “performed” by the king, who does nothing 
for himself. The idea of a fully literate king certainly seems historically 
unlikely, but emendation does not clarify this odd verse, which seems to 
imagine the monarch as a student in a yeshiva.�3 

deuteronomy 1�:18 appears to reduce the king’s stature further, since 
his copy is to be made al sefer milifnei hakohanim halevi’im. The critical 
question for translation is where to put the comma: do we render the 
verse, “He shall write a copy of this torah according to the scroll, in 
the presence of the levitical priests,” or “He shall write a copy of this 
torah, according to the scroll in the presence of the levitical priests”? 
in the former translation, the priests seem to be supervising the king’s 
work, implying that they have significant authority over him; in the latter 
translation, the priests may have authority only over the scroll of the 
torah,�4 not over the king himself. 

The image of the king writing and reading torah is often understood 
as a humiliating posture for a monarch. it certainly does not match our 
usual image of the king sitting on his throne in judgment or leading 
his thundering armies into pitched battle. but we must remember that 
writing and reading are very positive activities in the deuteronomic 
imagination. YHWH writes the decalogue twice, a fact noted four times 
in the deuteronomic homilies.�5 moses is said to write the torah—
repeated four times in one brief pericope��—while israel itself may 
also be imagined as writing (at least some of) the words of the torah�� 
on mezuzot or on the plastered stones at Gilgal. The only other people 
besides the king said to read (k-r-a) the torah in deuteronomy are the 
priests and elders,�8 in a seventh-year ceremony to be performed before 
all israel at Sukot. Thus, reading and writing are not to be understood as 
low-status activities, but could be understood as actions with mosaic, or 
even divine, prestige. 

�2 NJPS; similarly NRSV, New American Bible (NAB); cf. Septuagint, Revised 
Standard Version (RSV ), Authorised Version (AV ), New International Version (NIV ), 
and New Jerusalem Bible (NJB).

�3 Herbert Huffmon, oral communication (madison, N.J., Sept. 2003). 
�4 cf. deuteronomy 31:9.
�5 deuteronomy 4:13; 5:22; 9:10; 10:2, 4.
�� deuteronomy 31:9, 19, 22, 24.
�� deuteronomy �:9; 11:20; 2�:3, 8.
�8 deuteronomy 31:9–11.
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There remains, however, one authority who seems to be indisputa-
bly superior to the king. at 1�:15, the law code states: som tasim alecha 
melech, “You may indeed set over yourself a king.” Presumably, whoever 
has the authority to make someone king may, in certain circumstances at 
least, have more power than the king himself. Nor is this the only power 
delegated to an anonymous, second-person addressee in the law code: 
“You shall appoint judges” in deuteronomy 1�:18. “You” shall survey the 
land and establish cities of refuge in deuteronomy 19:3. “You” shall go 
to war in deuteronomy 20:1, 10, 19, and 23:10. “You” shall execute the 
death penalty in deuteronomy 13:10, 1�; 1�:5; 21:22; and 22:24. but who 
is this “you” to whom so much of deuteronomy is addressed? This is the 
last, and most critical, ambiguity of deuteronomic power to consider. 

5. the Power of ‘You’

one obvious referent for the second-person pronoun in deuteronomy is 
the people, the am, in general, and this is certainly the case in many pas-
sages, such as when they are described as YHWH’s people,�9 or when 
they are being instructed in reported speech by moses.80 These refer-
ences vary between the singular81 and the plural,82 sometimes even 
within the same verse.83 There is no discernible pattern in the shifts 
between the singular and plural second-person address in these passages: 
the people may be addressed collectively or distributively. However, only 
two of the uses above occur within the law code, in deuteronomy 14:2 
and 21, whereas it is in the law code that most of the functions of the 
named authorities above were given. The question, then, is whether the 
people of israel, as a body, could be considered to be the antecedent of 
the “you” who crowns kings and appoints judges, among other exercises 
of authority regulated by the law code. 

The answer would appear to be no. First, the am most often appears 
as an object of action in the law code: receiving judgments,84 being  
(potentially) sold to egypt,85 being mustered as an army,8� or being 

�9 deuteronomy 4:20; �:�; 14:2, 21; 2�:18f.; 28:9; 29:13; 33:29.
80 deuteronomy 2:4; 4:11; 2�:1, 9, 12; 31:13; 32:4�.
81 deuteronomy 4:11, 20; �:�; 14:2; 2�:18f.; 2�:9; 28:9; 33:29.
82 deuteronomy 2�:1, 12; 29:13; 31:13; 32:4�.
83 deuteronomy 2:4; 14:21.
84 deuteronomy 1�:18; 1�:13.
85 deuteronomy 1�:1�.
8� deuteronomy 20:2, 5, 8f.
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absolved of liability for bloodshed.8� Where it appears as an actor, it 
is distinguished from second-person addressees: clearly at 13:10, and 
implicitly in the re-statement of that verse at 1�:�. The only other action 
performed by the am is to bring offerings to the priests (18:3), a clearly 
subordinate role in the deuteronomic imagination. 

Second, the use of the second-person singular and plural in the law 
code does not show the same near-random variability exhibited in the 
paranetic sections that frame it. The second-person plural, in the law 
code, is most often the object of action, just as the am was. “You all” 
are given commands and instructions;88 “you all” are enjoined to recall 
critical events in israelite history;89 “you all” are warned not to worship 
gods other than YHWH (13:14, 20:18). in the two most extensive second- 
person plural addresses, “you all” are instructed to eat according to the 
laws of kashrut 90 and to offer sacrifices only at the central sanctuary.91 

“You all” appear in an active mode in only three places within the 
deuteronomic law code. two instances involve the punishment of those 
guilty of certain infractions. in 19:19, “you all” are to punish a false wit-
ness, after the judges have determined that a witness has, in fact, testified 
falsely,92 thus keeping “you all” subordinate to the shoftim. at 22:24, “you 
all” are to execute a betrothed woman and another man who have cohab-
ited within a town, a case that falls within the ambit of family law, which, 
as we saw earlier, was strongly associated with the zkenim (who appear 
in the immediately preceding pericope, 22:13–21). both of these cases 
seem to place “you all” under the aegis of named authority figures. in 
contrast, at 12:2–3, “you all” are to destroy every altar other than the one 
at the central sanctuary. Six verbs in the second-person plural describe 
a paroxysm of unsupervised, general violence. However, there is hardly 
a chance that “you all” could execute undue violence in this case, since 
there is only one legitimate altar in the law code, so this unleashing of 
popular power does not, in fact, give any real or permanent authority to 
the people. 

arguments that deuteronomy somehow instantiates an ancient 
Judean republic, as implied by James Watts’ model of legal orga- 

8� deuteronomy 21:8.
88 deuteronomy 12:1; 13:1, 4f.; 14:1–2; 1�:1�; 18:15; 20:2–4; 24:8.
89 deuteronomy 13:�; 23:5; 24:9; 25:1�.
90 deuteronomy 14:4–21; cf. 12:1�.
91 deuteronomy 12:4–12.
92 deuteronomy 19:18.
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nization for purposes of public reading,93 by readings such as müller’s, 
which understand “you” always to be the people as a whole,94 or by 
suggestions that deuteronomy’s use of “you” implies a condition analo-
gous to modern national citizenship95 remain deeply problematic in the 
light of this usage. The independent powers and responsibilities of the 
citizenry, whether individual or collective, that would encourage such 
readings are completely missing in the deuteronomic law code. 

When “you” are given any authority in the law code, as in the cases 
of appointment of judges and kings, most cases of capital punishment, 
and going to war, the singular is always used. if this singular “you” is not 
the am, as i have argued, then who is it? We noted, in the case of the 
judges, that the second person can refer to a named authority figure who 
is usually discussed in the third person. Thus, any of the named authori-
ties could potentially consider themselves to be this authoritative “you,” 
though this would only exacerbate the jurisdictional confusion. Who, 
then, is the “you” who is empowered to assign authority? one obvious 
possibility is that the authors of the law themselves are these arbiters. This 
would mean that the authors in deuteronomy are essentially talking to 
themselves and that the persistent use of the second person would then 
be little more than an extravagant case of self-delusion. certain schol-
ars of the “utopian” mindset have advanced arguments similar to this, as 
noted above, but a more detailed examination of “you” is in order before 
we write this figure off as a figment of someone’s political imagination. 

The “you” addressed by the law code is a head of a family: familial 
relations in this code always discuss “your” sisters and brothers, “your” 
daughters and sons, but never “your” mother or father.9� “You” are male: 
“your” wives are discussed, but never “your” husband.9� “You” are a 
property holder of no small means, owning houses and territories (19:14, 

93 James W. Watts, “Public readings and Pentateuchal law,” Vetus Testamentum 45:4 
(oct. 1995), pp. 540–55� (544).

94 J.G. mcconville, “Singular address in the deuteronomic law and the Politics of 
legal administration,” Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 9� (2002), pp. 19–32 
(2�); Patrick d. miller, “constitution or instruction? The Purpose of deuteronomy,” in 
Strong and tuell, Constituting the Community, pp. 125–141 (13�ff.); müller, Königtum 
und Gottesherrschaft, p. 205. 

95 rüterswörden, Von der politischen Gemeinschaft zur Gemeinde, p. 94. 
9� deuteronomy 13:�; 1�:11, 14; 21:18–21; 22:15. The one exception, 23:1, “No man 

shall marry his father’s former wife,” most likely presumes that the father in question 
is deceased. 

9� deuteronomy 21:13, 15; 22:13; 24:1–5; 25:5.
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22:8), controlling local agriculture,98 owning slaves,99 making loans,100 
paying wages,101 and providing for the indigent.102 Note that the poor 
are never addressed directly103 and would seem to be excluded from 
direct participation by the prohibition of coming to the central sanctu-
ary without an offering (1�:1�), in stark contrast to “your” power and 
access. 

The “you” who is empowered by the deuteronomic law code would 
thus appear to be a wealthy landowner and the head of a household.104 
This eliminates the kohanim, who are not supposed to own land in the 
deuteronomic polity. The nevi’im can be property owners, but they can 
also be mendicants, so they too do not seem to be the “you” addressed 
here. on the other hand, the zkenim would presumably be lineal heads 
at least, and would likely be propertied as well; however, the “you” here 
is not restricted to any single locale, as are the elders, but can make 
decisions that will affect the whole land. The shoftim and shotrim are 
described as men of reputation (yeduim),105 which would also be a good 
description of propertied heads of households, from whose ranks they 
would apparently come; but deuteronomy seems to imagine these to be 
appointed positions, so presumably not every landowner would be a shofet 
or a shoter. in short, the people addressed by the law code stand outside 
the ranks of its formal officeholders. The text, by creating jurisdictional 
muddles, encourages these addressees to intervene in informal, unregu-
lated ways. This reading attributes a fair amount of craft to the drafters of 
deuteronomy. a less stark formulation, which does not require deliberate 
ambiguity on the authors’ part, would be simply to suggest that because 
deuteronomy did not infringe on the power of the landed gentry, it faced 
less opposition than it might otherwise have. 

98 deuteronomy 14:22f.; 22:9; 24:19–21.
99 deuteronomy 15:12; 1�:11, 14. cf. deuteronomy 23:1�ff., where the reference is 

apparently to slaves of foreign masters: tigay, Deuteronomy, p. 215.
100 deuteronomy 15:8; 24:20f.; 24:�, 10–13.
101 deuteronomy 24:14f.; 25:13–15.
102 deuteronomy 14:2�–29; 1�:11, 14; 24:1�; 2�:12.
103 unless deuteronomy 23:25f. is taken as a social welfare provision parallel to 

gleaning, as in 24:19–21.
104 Thus far also rüterswörden, Von der politischen Gemeinschaft zur Gemeinde,  

p. 94, following Henri cazelles, “droit public dans le Deutéronome,” in Norbert lohfink, 
ed., Deuteronomium (leuven, Netherlands: uitgeverij Peeters, 1985), pp. 99–10� (101f.); 
cf. carrière in Théorie du Politique dans le Deutéronome, p. 3�9, who argues that the 
“you” here is symbolic and does not refer to a specific political group. 

105 deuteronomy 1:15ff.
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but this is not quite the end of the affair. The description of “you” at 
which we arrived above—a wealthy, landed male head of a household—
could describe one named figure in the law, and that is the king. When 
the law code is read from the king’s perspective, a very different picture 
emerges of this code and the polity it imagines. 

to begin with, many of the powers that “you” wield in the law code 
are clearly those associated with the monarch in the ancient Near east: 
appointing judges, surveying the land, waging war, and caring for the 
poor.10� The Vassal treaties of esarhaddon, which bear significant 
resemblances to deuteronomy, are similarly addressed to a singular, pre-
sumably royal “you.”10� Yet the king’s law certainly suggests that “you” 
are distinct from, and superior to, the king, by virtue of the power of 
enthronement.108 Scholarly discussions of the significance of this clause 
usually look to the early monarchy.109 However, if we consider how 
enthronement by wealthy landowners works in the deuteronomistic 
account of the late monarchy, the power to make someone a king does 
not necessarily give these landowners the power to veto royal actions. 
Three kings are given their power by the am haaretz, which seems to be 
a party of Judahite elites:110 Jehoash,111 Josiah,112 and Jehoahaz.113 
only in the first case does this represent a coup on the people’s part, 
against the omride athaliah; in the latter two cases, the “people of the 
land” choose a king only after the reigning monarch has been killed 
by others’ hands. interestingly, both Jehoash and Josiah were minors 
when they were enthroned, suggesting that the “people of the land” 
would retain significant power for some time. However, Josiah at least is  

10� deuteronomy 1�:18; 19:3; 20:1, 10, 19; 23:10; and 14:2�–29; 1�:11, 14; 24:1�; 
2�:12, respectively. See Fensham, “Widow, orphan, and the Poor,” p. 129; müller, 
Königtum und Gottesherrschaft, p. 20�. 

10� mcconville, “Singular address in the deuteronomic law,” p. 30. 
108 deuteronomy 1�:14f. See rüterswörden, Von der politischen Gemeinschaft zur 

Gemeinde, p. 94. 
109 See, e.g., rüterswörden, Von der politischen Gemeinschaft zur Gemeinde, p. 102, 

on i Kings 12; müller, Königtum und Gottesherrschaft, p. 205, on i Samuel 8.
110 mordechai cogan and Hayim tadmor, I Kings: A New Translation with 

Introduction and Commentary (The anchor bible) (New York: doubleday, 2001),  
p. 129, citing, inter alia, ezekiel 22:29.

111 ii Kings 11:14–12:1.
112 ii Kings 21:24.
113 ii Kings 23:30.
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imagined as exercising his own not inconsiderable will as an adult, mean-
ing that power shifted to him at some point.114 

The king here is not subordinate to the landowners; they are in com-
petition with each other and with others for power, and this competition 
could have produced multiple readings of deuteronomy, even if it were 
used as a constitution in the strong, modern sense. For example, once set 
on his throne, and having come to his majority, a king like Josiah could 
understand the law code as delegating the power to appoint judges and 
to wage war back to him, having entrusted it to the landowners only  
during a period of regency. This would also make the king in his majority 
the effective arbiter of what constituted “too much” in terms of horses, 
wives, and gold. alternatively, a king like Hezekiah, who came to his 
throne without recorded controversy and as an adult,115 could under-
stand the appointment clause of deuteronomy 1�:14ff. as referring to the 
davidic dynasty rather than an individual monarch (which is precisely 
how i Samuel 8 and 1� understand it) and read himself as the authorita-
tive “you” in this way. 

These provisions of the “king’s law” are most often read as a radi-
cal circumscription of royal power to the status of an ah, a “brother.”11� 
even a book outranks the man who sits on the throne.11� For exam-
ple, michael leFebvre makes much of Josiah’s strong monarchy as a 
demonstration of the deuteronomic law code’s descriptive rather than 
prescriptive nature. While the newly re-discovered “book of moses” was 
clearly the impetus for Josiah’s reform, leFebvre argues that this king’s 
behavior stands in stark contrast to the image of the king in the law code 
itself, insofar as Josiah acts as a strong monarch in personal control of 
the government rather than taking instruction from priestly readers of 
deuteronomy.118 However, the restrictions of deuteronomy 1�:14–20 
are not the only deuteronomic statutes a Judahite king could have read as 
referring to himself. on my re-construction, Josiah was reading himself 
as the second-person singular addressee and acting on that understand-

114 moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 1–11: A New Translation with Introduction and 
Commentary (The anchor bible) (New York: doubleday, 1991), pp. ��ff.

115 ii Kings 1�:20; 18:2; ii chronicles 28:2�–29:1.
11� See müller, Königtum und Gottesherrschaft, pp. 209, 211; rüterswörden, Von 

der politischen Gemeinschaft zur Gemeinde, p. 9�; miller, “Purpose of deuteronomy,” 
p. 135.

11� cristiano Grottanelli, Kings and Prophets: Monarchic Power, Inspired Leadership, 
and Sacred Text in Biblical Narrative (New York: oxford university Press, 1999), p. 189; 
Wilson, “deuteronomy, ethnicity, and reform,” p. 115. 

118 leFebvre, Collections, Codes, and Torah, pp. 59–�3. 
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ing in a manner that seems to me to be closer to prescriptive rather than 
descriptive. 

Furthermore, we should note that royal power is often built on para-
dox: the king who claims to be the most mature “father” of his land is 
the one least capable of caring for himself without his array of courtiers 
and cooks; the king who claims to be omniscient is dependent on how 
many spies he can afford to pay.119 The restrictions of the king’s law  
in deuteronomy may be read in a similarly paradoxical manner. by 
agreeing to limit his outward shows of power, the king guarantees the 
continuation of that power, both personal and dynastic,120 which are 
two of the most obvious concerns of any monarch.121 to take a concrete 
example, the deuteronomistic history imagines Josiah’s making a public 
show of mourning upon reading the “book of the law of moses”122 and 
submitting himself to its authority.123 This public act of submission gives 
him the authority to completely re-order the religious life of Judah,124 to 
make an expedition into assyrian territory in Samaria of a clearly violent, 
military nature,125 and to issue orders to kol ha’am.12� Such behavior 
may be amenable to representation as the actions of an elder brother, but 
it is certainly not the behavior of an equal.12� The figure of Josiah in ii 
Kings thus offers a clear illustration of how self-conscious submission 
to deuteronomic law could paradoxically result in an expansion, not a 
restriction, of royal authority. 

�. deuteronomic Politics

two parties, then, could read themselves as empowered by the 
deuteronomic law code: the landowners, and the king with his parti-
sans. Their competition is encouraged, and perhaps intensified, by the 
jurisdictional muddles that demand higher-level authority for resolution. 
deuteronomy offers a path to power to either party, but this is not a free-

119 Stuart lasine, Knowing Kings: Knowledge, Power, and Narcissism in the Hebrew 
Bible (atlanta: Society of biblical literature, 2001), pp. 24, 55f. 

120 deuteronomy 1�:20.
121 Gerald eddie Gerbrandt, Kingship According to the Deuteronomistic History 

(atlanta: Scholars Press, 198�), p. �8.
122 ii Kings 22:11.
123 ii Kings 23:3.
124 ii Kings 23:4ff.
125 ii Kings 23:15, 19, 20.
12� ii Kings 23:21.
12� lasine, Knowing Kings, p. 13.
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for-all. deuteronomy may not provide explicit rules for deciding which 
party is correct in its supposition that it is the object of the law code’s 
address, but it does imply strict standards of conduct: exclusive loyalty 
to the one God of israel, worship at the central sanctuary, and general 
correctness of deuteronomic piety. to make a claim to be the party 
empowered by deuteronomy, one must do more than any other party 
to advance the deuteronomic agenda; alternatively, both parties could 
compromise on who would exercise the authority to do what, for the 
greater (deuteronomic) good. This competition would result sometimes 
in the ascendance of royal power, and sometimes in the ascendance of  
local, lineal authorities, but in either event it would result in the expan-
sion of the political and religious influence of deuteronomism. once 
again, we could read this as indicating remarkable political canniness, 
or, post hoc, it would help explain the remarkable ascendancy of the 
deuteronomic movement, as it was well-fitted to a context of unstable 
political power. 

i have been arguing that the ambiguity of address in deuteronomy has 
a function of primary, and perhaps deliberate, importance, by encourag-
ing factions in the government to compete to be “more deuteronomic 
than thou” in order to gain the allegiance of the deuteronomic party. 
The eventual political winner was not important: the advancement of the 
deuteronomic agenda of cultic centralization and aniconic YHWH wor-
ship was. to gain a sense of the quality of ambiguity with which we are 
dealing, it will be useful to see what other kinds of ambiguity there are 
(and are not). i will satisfy myself with one example for the nonce: the 
power of the levitical-priestly orders. 

We begin from the bottom up. as we observed, there is no procedure 
cited that might restrict a levite from temple service. Yet the advantage 
a levite resident in Jerusalem has over a village levite, who is little bet-
ter than a beggar, is so stark that one wonders why there should be any 
levites left in the villages. Nonetheless, deuteronomy clearly imagines 
that there will be many of them. The simplest explanation is that who 
may or may not come up to Jerusalem to serve was decided as an intra-
priestly matter, without external interference. Similarly, the appointment 
of a high priest is made the task of no named authority, so that this 
important personage might have come to his power based on intra-
priestly power. These sorts of ambiguities arise because the law code has 
no interest in them, not because it wishes to be ambiguous. 

This zone of political autonomy came with a price, however. While 
priests rhetorically are accorded authority to judge “every dispute,” kol 
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riv,128 rhetoric seems to be the extent of it. in the passage where they are 
said to hold this power, the ritual of the broke-neck heifer, they are given 
nothing to do; it is the elders, it seems, who hold the power over this 
riv. The high priest might preside over a high court adjudicating difficult 
cases—or he might be replaced by a lay shofet.129 Priests stand before the 
king, but it is not at all clear that they have any authority over him.130 

Finally, one thing is left completely clear amidst all this unclarity: the 
centralization of the deuteronomic cultus and polity. How one goes from 
being a poor village levite to being a comfortable Jerusalem levite is left 
obscure, but what is insisted upon is that there is an absolute difference 
between the two, because only in Jerusalem is there an authorized cult 
in which to serve.131 Whether the high priest holds juridical authority 
may depend on the whim of the ruling party, but the high priest holds 
his position only by virtue of residence in Jerusalem.132 

in terms of historical context, this reading of deuteronomy would 
require sufficient time for the basic deuteronomic principle of “one God, 
one sanctuary” to have developed and become well-known enough to 
serve as a rhetorical foundation. This principle might have developed 
as an outgrowth of davidic theology. alternatively, Sennacherib’s inva-
sion of �01 bce, leaving little standing in Judah besides Jerusalem, could 
have generated or reinforced an idea of the city’s particular importance. 
it would further require a time during the monarchy when the king and 
the landed gentry were in more or less open competition with each other. 
The aftermath of Sennacherib’s invasion, or the transition from Josiah’s 
regency, would constitute such a period. manasseh’s reign would not, 
since that monarch apparently felt no need to present his kingship in 
deuteronomic terms. Finally, a contextual reading would require the 
existence of a Judean king in Jerusalem, meaning that this document is 
pre-exilic. The post-exilic popularity of deuteronomic theology, when 
there was no longer a king to activate the competitive dynamic that the 
law code’s ambiguous distribution of power generated, would indicate 
the success of deuteronomic discourse in establishing itself as both the 
language of piety and the language by which one justified a claim of per-
sonal authority. 

The polity i have sketched out above bears more than a passing 
resemblance to the american federal “separation of powers,” but there 

128 deuteronomy 21:5.
129 deuteronomy 1�:12.
130 deuteronomy 1�:18.
131 deuteronomy 18:�–8.
132 deuteronomy 1�:8; 2�:2ff.
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are crucial differences. The federal principle that competing branches of 
government restrain each other from acquiring absolute power is only 
partially present in the deuteronomic “constitution.”133 if the purpose 
of the law code is to advance deuteronomism, then it seeks to restrain 
only those governmental factions that are in opposition to it. in theory, 
not only would it be possible for one or another party, advancing along 
a deuteronomic line, to acquire absolute power; indeed such an abso-
lute authority could be a potent force for advancing deuteronomism and 
thus welcomed by the text’s partisans. There is a resemblance here to the 
despotic power of Plato’s philosopher-king—if such a person could be 
found.134 if the distinguishing feature of constitutionalism is the limita-
tion of government by rules, written and unwritten, then deuteronomy 
only partially restrains the polities in which it would be enacted, and only 
for the particular purposes of a single faction.135 

This is not the same as saying that the law code is utopian in the 
sense of being disconnected from political realities. The ambiguities built 
into its distribution of power indicate a coherent, though not necessarily 
intentional, function. it is possible that the text was consciously drafted by 
deuteronomic partisans of royal power in negotiation with deuteronomic 
partisans of local authority. more likely, deuteronomism in its ascend-
ancy presented the competing factions of the Judahite government with 
a text that gave them a chance at the movement’s allegiance. What it 
offered was potentially unrestricted power in public governance, with 
religious and ethical restrictions only on private action. but whatever the 
outcome of the political contest, those religious and ethical restrictions 
would have been advanced, and that is the true purpose of the book of 
deuteronomy. as a political tool, it most closely resembles a constitution 
of the traditional type. its text has prescriptive force, but it is embedded 
in, and presupposes, the extant political practices and competitions of 
its context. it further lacks the intention to forestall a government from 
becoming an absolute despotism, being rather “constitutional” in some-
what the same sense that Plato was. What it described was not so much 
the lineaments of a polity as the practice of a politics. Perhaps this is why 

133 The idea is an old one: see Francis d. Wormuth, The Origins of Modern 
Constitutionalism (New York: Harper & brothers, 1949), p. 23; brian tierney, Religion, 
Law and the Growth of Constitutional Thought (cambridge: cambridge university 
Press, 1982), p. 10�; Gordon, Controlling the State, pp. 2, 15; lane, Constitutions,  
p. 25. Gordon, Controlling the State, p. 59, makes this the diagnostic feature of 
constitutionalism.

134 mcilwain, Constitutionalism, p. 33; Gordon, Controlling the State, p. 14. 
135 mcilwain, Constitutionalism, p. 21; tierney, Constitutional Thought, pp. �f.; 

Wormuth, Modern Constitutionalism, p. 3; Gordon, Controlling the State, p. 5; lane, 
Constitutions, pp. 3, 10, 19.
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this text, though designed for a monarchy in Judah, has been able to pro-
vide a blueprint for polities from babylon to boston. it is the ambiguities, 
in the end, that make it possible for the text to speak to us today. 

Yale university


